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OEM

NGVAmerica releases 2014
NGV report
The association has issued the document after completing its annual survey of OEMs and
approved aftermarket suppliers. The report provides natural gas vehicle production and
sales totals for the 2014 calendar year and analysis of market trends for light, medium and
heavy duty vehicles.

GVAmerica’s annual survey of

OEMs and approved after-

market suppliers shows NGV 

production and sales totaled

just over 18,000 vehicles in 2014. Total

NGV production and sales fell slightly in

2014, by approximately 1,250 vehicles

or 6.5 percent, compared to 2013. The

number of total sales is surprisingly 

healthy given the dramatic drop in

crude oil and related gasoline and 

diesel prices, which began in late June

2014. Despite the low cost of oil and

other factors, NGV production and sales

saw strong increases in both the 

medium-and heavy- duty market 

segments.

Analysis of the survey data reveals that

the light-duty market bore the brunt of

the decline, dropping nearly 3,500 units

compared to 2013. The medium-duty

market, consisting of Class 3–6 vehicles,

increased about 24 percent over 2013,

although total production in this sector

is still relatively small. Lastly, the heavy-

duty market grew approximately 30

percent, a jump of approximately 2,000

units over 2013.

Light-Duty Vehicles

The decline in light-duty NGV sales was

due to a number of factors. The natural

gas and oil exploration and production

(E&P) sector had been a primary buying

force in the light-duty segment in 2012

and 2013. These sales were further 

supplemented by fairly strong orders in

the utility sector, moderate orders in the

municipal sector, and by several strong

commercial market leaders such as

AT&T.

The second half of 2014 saw the E&P

sector hard hit by the drop in oil prices.

Rig counts went down, there were 

significant layoffs, and new vehicle

orders of all fuel types plummeted.

While 2014 saw some utility orders,

many utilities had “loaded up” on NGV

orders in 2012 and 2013, and thus the

orders from this segment were down

compared to the previous two years.

The municipal segment did not decline

as much as other segments. This is li-

kely due to municipalities committing to

purchases based on sustainability goals

rather than pure economics. While AT&T

and several other large commercial ac-

counts took delivery of NGV s in 2014,

they achieved their target deployment

goals earlier in the year. Miscellaneous

small orders from small commercial 

accounts were not finalized as gasoline

prices fell, further contributing to the

decline in commercial segment orders.

N
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Medium-Duty Vehicles

The medium-duty market increase was

due to a mix of shuttles, utility 

cab-chassis orders, and several good

size commercial box truck cab-over-

engine (COE) orders. While fuel use in

many of these city-based delivery and

passenger transport applications is less

than over-the-road applications, 

medium-duty vehicles enjoy a lower 

up-fit cost and longer service life, which

provides for significant life-cycle 

savings. This market is poised for conti-

nued growth as more platforms become

available and as incremental price 

premiums drop, strengthening the 

overall economic value proposition.

Heavy-Duty Vehicles

The heavy-duty segment benefitted from

market drivers in three distinct areas:

continued growth in refuse truck sales

and strong transit bus orders, the first

full-year availability of a new engine

platform, and continued growth in 

dual-fuel systems.

Refuse truck sales continued to capture

more than 50 percent of the market as

the industry’ s large fleets -including

Waste Management, Republic Services

and Progressive Waste Solutions- 

continued to transition to natural gas.

Many medium-size companies also

began to transition to natural gas as a

way of staying competitive with their

larger competitors. Natural gas transit

bus orders were especially strong in

2014, as many existing agencies began

replacing original natural gas units 

purchased in the late 1990’s and early

2000’s. Several new agencies albegan

transitioning to natural gas.

The availability of the Cummins 

Westport (CWI) ISX-12G 11.9L engine led

to significant sales in a variety of 

platforms from most of the major truck

OEMs. Unit sales showed a healthy in-

crease over 2013, but some analysts

had assumed huge early growth that

was not attainable. A very strong freight

market led many fleets to focus on 

deploying trucks as quickly as possible

to maximize revenue. Combined with 

longer delivery times and higher 

incremental costs for natural gas trucks,

the pent up demand in trucking resulted

in many fleets deferring their first orders

for natural gas units. Low oil prices 

possibly created further purchase 

decision delays, but expectations are

that as oil rebounds, orders will be 

placed. However, many fleets that began

their transition to natural gas prior to

June continued to place orders through

2014 and have indicated their plans to

“stay the course” in 2015. 

Sales of dual-fuel systems for inside

useful life (IUL) and outside useful life

(OUL) engines for legacy trucks and new

gliders also saw significant growth, but

total sales of these units still represent

a small portion of total heavy-duty truck

sales. The steep and sustained decline

in diesel prices also impacted the 

dual-fuel market.

Major findings

• In 2014, NGV production/sales

totaled just over 18,000 vehicles

• The heavy-duty market seg-

ment grew at a healthy pace, up

30 percent over 2013

• The medium-duty market 

segment also grew steadily, up

24 percent over 2013

• The light-duty segment fell 34

percent from 2013, mostly 

related to a drop in orders from

the gas and oil exploration and

production (E&P) sector

• Overall NGV production/sales

fell by 6.5 percent in 2014

• Production and sales are 

expected to hold steady or 

improve in 2015
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Success Stories

UPS adds CNG stations and 
delivery trucks featuring Landi Renzo,
Quantum and Agility systems
The company announced plans to build 15 CNG fueling stations to support the purchase and
planned deployment of 1,400 new CNG vehicles over the next year. Twelve of those sites will be in
new NGV deployment areas, and three will replace existing CNG stations with more robust, 
higher capacity equipment. This purchase represents a nearly 30% increase to UPS’s current 
alternative fuel and advanced technology fleet of 5,088 vehicles worldwide.

he CNG fueling stations and

vehicle purchases are part of

UPS' ongoing commitment

to diversify its fuel sources,

implement a fleet infrastructure that 

lowers tailpipe emissions and increase 

experience using alternative fuels in

freight transport applications.

“UPS’s investment in a large scale 

alternative energy fleet has enabled the

company to avoid more than 34 million

gallons of conventional fuels since

2000,” said Mitch Nichols, UPS senior

vice president of transportation and 

engineering. “This CNG announcement

demonstrates UPS’s plans to expand

use of widely available natural gas. This

fuel is an important building block in

our long-term fleet strategy and offers

environmental and economic 

advantages.”

When the deployments are completed,

UPS anticipates its alternative fuel and

advanced technology fleet will log more

than 350 million miles per year, suppor-

ting the company's goal of driving one

billion miles in this fleet by the end of

2017. This will displace approximately

54 million gallons of conventional diesel

and gasoline annually while reducing

total vehicle emissions. According to the

U.S. Department of Energy, the use of

natural gas instead of gasoline cuts 

greenhouse gas emissions by 6-11 

percent over the fuel life cycle.

The new CNG vehicles will be deployed

in 15 cities: Atlanta, Ga.; Charleston,

T
W.Va.; Dallas, Texas; Denver, Colo.; Do-

raville, Ga.; Lenexa, Kan.; Lexington, Ky.;

Montgomery, Ala.; New Orleans, La.;

New Stanton, Pa.; Oklahoma City, Okla.;

Port Allen, La.; Shreveport, La.; Rich-

mond, Va., and Roanoke, Va. Currently

UPS already has a total of eight CNG

fueling stations in California, Colorado,

Georgia and Oklahoma.

Using a "Rolling Laboratory" approach,

UPS is one of the leaders in the in-

dustry developing the cleanest, most 

effective pathways to support the 

company's effort to reduce emissions

and dependence on fossil fuels while

improving efficiency. The first package

delivery company to introduce 

alternative fuel tractors into its fleet,

UPS operates one of the largest private 

alternative fuel and advanced 

technology fleets in the U.S. Its fleet 

includes all-electric, hybrid electric, 

hydraulic hybrid, CNG, LNG, propane,

biomethane and light-weight fuel-saving

composite body vehicles.

UPS collaborates with various 

stakeholder groups to identify and 

promote transportation solutions that

enhance the sustainability of emerging

fuel choices. In 2012, the company 

helped BSR (Businesses for Social 

Responsibility), launch Future of Fuels, 

a working group that promotes the 

development of lower-emission fuels for

transportation. The group's objective is

to study the impacts of all fuel sources

to help guide businesses in deploying

alternative fuel vehicles in their fleets.

UPS's sustainability initiatives are 

focused in four strategic areas: 

environmental responsibility, economic 

enhancement, empowered people and

connected communities. For more 

information, please view the company's

most recent Corporate Sustainability 

Report at ups.com/sustainability. In

2014, UPS became the second U.S. 

company (and only one in the U.S.

transportation sector), to report at GRI

G4 Comprehensive, the GRI's highest

standard of transparency, with the 

release of its 2013 Sustainability Report.

The Sustainability Report covering 2014

is scheduled for release this summer.

Fuel systems

Landi Renzo USA is participating as the

CARB & EPA certified fuel system provi-

der for the roll out of 600 natural gas

delivery trucks built on a Freightliner

Custom Chassis (FCCC). Utilizing our

proven technology on the GM 6.0-liter

powertrain, these units are positioned

for many years of efficient and reliable

operation on natural gas.

“We couldn't be happier to see the

planned deployment of these 600 

delivery trucks” says Andrea Landi, 

President of Landi Renzo USA. “After 

several years of conducting testing 

through pilot programs, an order like

this validates the trust that a global

company like UPS has in our alternative

fuel products.”

The delivery trucks will be built using

Morgan Olsen bodies and installed by

Green Alternative Systems, who played

significant role in firming up this 
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project.  

Besides, over 300 trucks of the 1,400

NGVs planned will feature Quantum kits,

as this company received an order from

UPS to supply 319 fuel systems. The is-

suance of purchase orders will be 

coordinated through two OEMs and

their installation partners.  

The delivery dates under this award are

scheduled to begin in mid-2015 and will

include the recently released versions of

Quantum’s Q-CabLITE and Q-RailLITE

storage systems, as well as delivery in

the September time-frame of a version

of Quantum’s soon to be released 

innovative back-of-cab storage system.

These new systems will offer 

unparalleled light weight technology

which includes Quantum's industry 

leading Q-Lite® CNG storage tanks.  

"UPS is a leading force and participant

in natural gas vehicle adoption and fleet

operation in the United States and

Quantum is proud to be able to support

them in advancing their natural gas

vehicle programs with a lower cost, 

domestic fuel – natural gas," said Mr.

Brian Olson, President and CEO of

Quantum. "We are excited to be 

working alongside and supporting UPS

on this exciting program and the 

unveiling of our next-generation 

back-of-cab storage system technology,"

concluded Mr. Olson.

Moreover, Agility Fuel Systems will be

supplying to UPS 445 of its new 160

DGE Behind-the-Cab CNG fuel systems

for delivery in 2015. 

Agility has worked closely with UPS to

develop and engineer custom 

specifications for their applications and

has provided installation, training and

in-servicing support to enable 

successful deployment and rapid 

expansion of natural gas in their heavy

duty truck fleet. It has also supported

the UPS natural gas rollout with its 

portable fueling solution, enabling new

LNG trucks to be fueled at the 

production plant where they are built

and quickly placed into service.

"As an early adopter, UPS has been a

role model for trucking fleets 

introducing natural gas into their 

operations.  We are proud to have wor-

ked with UPS over the last several years

to support their natural gas rollout. 

Today's announcement is further 

validation of our technological 

leadership, innovative and space saving

fuel system designs, reliability and 

industry-leading field support," said

Barry Engle, Chief Executive Officer of

Agility Fuel Systems.

Filling stations

TruStar Energy has been awarded the

contracts to install the 15 UPS CNG 

fueling stations, which are planned for

11 states and configured to fast-fill and

time-fill their vehicles. "We are very

proud and excited to be working with

UPS to assist in their continuing 

deployment of CNG vehicles," said 

TruStar Energy President Adam Comora.

"UPS operates one of the most 

recognizable fleets in the world and 

seeing the blue CNG diamond on the

sides of their tractors makes a huge 

statement to other freight carriers 

throughout the country."

These multi-lane, multi-compressor 

fueling stations will allow fast fueling of

their Class 8 tractors and package cars,

and in certain locations will also include

time-fill fueling for Class 8 tractors when

practical.

In addition to the design and 

construction of the stations, TruStar

Energy was contracted to provide 

service and maintenance for 13 of the

15 stations on an annual contract basis.

"We've continued to develop our 

nationwide service and maintenance

group, which works hand-in-hand with

our construction teams to ensure our

customers stations remain productive

and profitable," said Comora, adding

that TruStar Energy service personnel

would be dedicated to each of the UPS

stations to ensure rapid response. 
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Titan NGV Fueling installed a Gigabox
CNG compressor at its new station
With expected high demand, FirstCNG LLC’s company has pla-
ced a Gigabox CNG compressor at the recently inaugurated CNG
station located at 24201 of El Toro Road, just off the 5 Interstate
Freeway Exit, in the city of Lake Forest, CA.

his 440 HP power unit is one of Galileo's top end CNG compressors. It

combines a compression capacity of 7.6 GGE/min and a discharge pressure

of 4,500 psi with an internal storage tank of 250 GGE, designed pursuant

to ASME standards. This is the first CNG compressor of its kind in the USA.

"We chose Galileo because the Gigabox offers a high volume fast fill at 

periods of peak demand. With our Galileo equipment, 24-hour service, and easy access to the freeway, we believe Titan at El

Toro sets the new standard for CNG fueling in the area," highlighted Kirk Honour, CEO at FirstCNG LLC, the controlling company

of Titan NGV Fueling, during the station opening.

The CNG equipment provided by Galileo includes a Gigabox compressor with a built-in single tower gas dryer to eliminate gas

water content. Galileo also supplied two, high speed EMB dispensers to guarantee ideal performance.

Gabriel Lorenzi, Regional Sales Manager at Galileo Technologies, stated: "This Galileo station has state-of-the-art gas proces-

sing, compression, charging speed, and business monitoring. Its location and efficiency will help support the growth of the CNG

industry, and provide an additional reason for companies to consider changing their fleets to operate on CNG." 

From its inception, this project has been eagerly anticipated due to its low impact on greenhouse gas emissions and particu-

late matter. Both the California Energy Commission and the Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction Review Committee granted

funds for the project. 

Based in Wayzata, Minneapolis, FirstCNG LLC provides clean fuel solutions through Galileo Technologies' CNG compressors, 

liquefaction Nano Stations and the Virtual Pipeline™. It also runs its own CNG fueling stations company, Titan NGV Fueling.

T

n March 30, BRC FuelMaker,

worldwide leader in the 

manufacture of Home and

Vehicle Refueling Appliances,

announced the launch of the new line of

its Phill and FMQ compressors. The new

units feature many technical 

improvements that ensure better 

reliability, efficiency and performance.

The compressors now come with a brand

new bright grey paint that makes them

more attractive and recognizable.

“Last year we worked hard to improve the

reliability of our product and offer a better

quality”, said Francesco Donalisio, BRC

FuelMaker North American Sales Manager. “The new Phill and FMQ units are the result of the company’s continuous 

commitment. Our compressors are safe, user friendly and affordable and also the real private filling station for everybody.”

The BRC FuelMaker appliances are the only CSA certified refueling systems in North America. The heart of these 230 volt,

single phase units is a 4 stage, oil free compressor suitable for time-fill and fast-fill applications. Requiring no maintenance

and counting on a very low cost of operation, they are the best solution for customers that want to use natural gas to refuel

their vehicles.

Currently BRC FuelMaker has 23 Official Distributors that sell, install and service its product in the US. Find your local 

distributor and more information at www.brcfuelmaker.com.

BRC FuelMaker announces the launch
of its new product line

O
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ACD LLC
Table Top G

2321 S. Pullman Street, Santa Ana, CA  92705-5512
Phone: 949.261.7533
Email: acd@acdcom.com
Website: www.acdcom.com

For the last 30 years, ACD has been the leading equipment
manufacturer for natural gas vehicle applications. Its extensive line of
refueling pumping equipment, for both gas and liquid is used around
the world. Among its product lines, ACD also features a new
generation of LNG refueling nozzles.

Agility Fuel Systems
Table Top B

1815 E. Carnegie Avenue Santa Ana, CA, 92705 USA
Phone: (949) 236-5520 / Fax: (949) 242-2842
Email: sales@agilityfs.com
Website: www.agilityfs.com

Agility Fuel Systems is the leading provider of highly-engineered and
cost-effective natural gas fuel systems for heavy-duty commercial
vehicles. Our fuel systems enable the safe and effective use of natural
gas as a transportation fuel, which presents a compelling value
proposition to fleet operators and end-users. This results in short pay-
back periods as well as significant savings over the full service life of
the vehicle. Agility Fuel Systems is the most recognized brand in our
industry as a result of the performance, reliability, and safety of our
fuel systems as well as our engineering capabilities and superior end-
to-end customer service. For more information, please visit
www.agilityfs.com.

CNGchat.com
Table Top K

1498 Cottonwood Ln., Saratoga Springs, UT 84045
Phone: 1-801-768-2986
Email: staff@cngchat.com

CNGchat.com is the world’s largest online community of natural gas
vehicle owners, with discussion forums covering vehicle safety &
maintenance, refueling equipment, government policy, and other
topics of interest to those who own and operate these alternative fuel
vehicles.

CNG Cylinders International
Table Top H

2331 Sturgis Road Oxnard, CA 93030
Phone:  +1 (805) 278-8060 / Fax: +1 (805) 278-8090
Email: info@cng.us.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/cngci
Web:     www.cng.us.com

CNG cylinders international LP (CNGci) is the manufacturer of the
largest diameter Type 3 Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) cylinders in
the world.  CNGci is also a licensed distributor of Type 1 (VÍTKOVICE)
cylinders made from billet therefore resulting in a lighter weight
cylinder.  Valves, PRD’s, brackets, fueling receptacles & nozzles are
also available. 

CP Industries
Table Top D

2214 Walnut St., McKeesport, PA 15132
Phone: 412-664-6604
Email: info@cp-industries.com
Website: www.cp-industries.com

CP Industries has manufactured seamless steel pressure vessels for
storing high pressure gases since 1897.   Vessels are designed to
ASME, DOT, ISO 11120, and Military specifications.  NGV2-2007,
Type 1 and Type IV cylinders are available.    Our engineers provide
expertise to design gas storage solutions for transportation, on-board
and ground storage applications.

Gillig LLC
Table Top E

25800 Clawiter Rd, Hayward, CA 94545
Phone: (510)785-1500
Email: sales@gillig.com
Website: www.gillig.com

GILLIG is the leading manufacturer of CNG heavy-duty transit buses in
the United States and this year is celebrating its 125th year of
manufacturing transportation vehicles. GILLIG buses are known for
their unmatched quality, and have earned their reputation as the
lowest cost buses to maintain and operate.

Exhibitors in alphabetical order
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San Diego Metropolitan Transit System
Table Top F

100 16th street San Diego, CA, USA, 92101
Phone: +1 619-238-0100 
Website: www.sdmts.com
Email: Julio.Ortiz@sdmts.com

The San Diego Metropolitan Transit System provides bus and rail
service over 570 square miles of urbanized areas of San Diego
County. The organization operates 134 light rail vehicles and 725
buses.
It is renowned world-wide for its CNG infrastructure and operating
system and for providing the most advanced technology in their buses.

Shandong Huanri Group Co., Ltd.
TABLE TOP I

Tushan Town Laizhou City Shandong Prov.
China
Phone: 0086 535 2835800 / Fax: 0086 535 2331968
Email: huanri@public.ytptt.sd.cn
Website: www.huanri.cn

Shandong Huanri Group Was founded in 1984, mainly engages in
LPG/LNG/CNG cylinder & cylinder valve, Every production procedure is
controlled by the quality management system and the related
standards and instructions. 
It has passed ISO9001, SGS certification, Huanri products have
passed DOT, TC, TPED, CE and UL approvals. The exported products
have won good reputations from the customers.

Southern California Gas Company
/ San Diego Gas & Electric 
Natural Gas Vehicles Program
Table Top A

Southern California Gas Company 555 W. Fifth Street, 19A4 Los
Angeles, CA 90013
Phone: (213) 244-5681
Email : ngvinfo@semprautilities.com. 
Website: www.socalgas.com/ngv

This program promotes compressed natural gas (CNG) as a vehicle
fuel by providing information, education and support. CNG can have a
positive impact on air quality, costs less at the pump and is
domestically produced.

Swagelok/ San Diego Fluid
System Technologies
Table Top J

9170 Camino Santa Fe, San Diego, CA 92121
Phone: (858) 320-4000
Website: Sandiego.swagelok.com
Email: info@sandiego.swagelok.com

Swagelok improves critical CNG/ LNG operations. For infrastructure,
heavy or light duty applications, reliable fluid system components and
optimized assemblies are available to your specifications. Top
companies in Southernmost California, and worldwide, working with
natural gas and vehicle conversions trust Swagelok tube fittings,
valves, panels, CNC tube bending and more.

xperion Energy & Environment
Table Top C

1475 James Parkway, Heath, Ohio 43056
Phone: 740.788.9560
Email: sales-usa@xperion.net
Web site: www.xperion-ee-usa.com

xperion Energy & Environment, an AVANCO Group company
headquartered in Kassel, Germany., is a leading manufacturer of Type
4 high pressure cylinders. xperion is a world leader in composite
manufacturing, providing lightweight solutions for automotive, heavy
duty and gas transportation

Exhibitors in alphabetical order
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Study tour

The San Diego Metropolitan Transit System provides bus and rail
service over 570 square miles of urbanized areas of San Diego
County. The organization operates 134 light rail vehicles and 725
buses.
It is renowned world-wide for its CNG infrastructure and operating
system and for providing the most advanced technology in their buses.

Join us on Wednesday, June 17th, as we visit SDMTS’ premises and
learn more about sustainable public transportatio

Executives’ Gathering Golf Tournament

On Wednesday, June 17th, a Golf Tournament on the beautiful
Coronado Municipal Golf Course will gather the industry’s executives
in a sequence of 4-player tee times for everyone to network in a
relaxing, fun environment.
Join us at 12.00 noon for lunch and get ready for a tournament that
will bring you something more valuable than a medal: new business
partners.

Transit Networking Breakfast

L-NGV2015 San Diego’s Transit Networking Breakfast will take place
on Thursday, June 18th at 9 AM at the San Diego Convention Center,
sponsored by Xerox.
Introduced by Terry Solis (The Solis Group), an entrepreneur with vast
experience in transit projects, the meeting will gather the most
important players of the industry, offering a space for different
companies involved in transportation to share their insights into this
diverse market.

San Diego City Tours

See the best of San Diego on this morning or afternoon highlights tour
that includes the historic Gaslamp Quarter, museum-packed Balboa
Park and ritzy La Jolla. With hotel pickup and drop-off included, this
comfortable coach tour makes it easy for first-time visitors or those
short on time to get an excellent overview of sunny and scenic San
Diego. Upgrade to also include admission to the USS Midway maritime
museum or the lively Seaport Village shopping area.
Board your comfortable, air-conditioned coach at your San Diego hotel
or at Kettner Blvd and embark on your tour of San Diego’s most
famous attractions and popular neighborhoods including Old Town,
Little Italy and the Embarcadero. Admire the Victorian-era buildings in
the historic Gaslamp Quarter, and visit San Diego’s East Village for a
photo stop at PETCO Park, home of the San Diego Padres baseball
team.
Make your way through beautiful and scenic Balboa Park, and stop for
photos of the park’s Botanical Building, featuring a multitude of vibrant
plants and flowers. Continue to the affluent, seaside area of La Jolla
to see natural sea caves and seals and delight in panoramic views of
San Diego from Mt Soledad. Take in the lively atmosphere and see the
many shops and restaurants in Old Town, considered the birthplace of
California because it was where the first Europeans settled in the
1700s. Your four-hour coach tour of San Diego concludes with drop-
off at your hotel.
Call to book by phone 800-752-9020 8AM - 8PM (EST) 7 Days a
Week.

San Diego Tour: Hop-on Hop-off trolley

Discover San Diego at your leisure with a one-day ticket on the 
        Hop-on Hop-off Trolley Tour. Create your own itinerary to see the most
popular sights of San Diego at your own pace. Turn back the pages of
history and relive San Diego’s early days as it became the Birthplace
of California. In Old Town San Diego (sometimes called the Jamestown
of the Pacific ), you will experience early Americana with its distinctive
West Coast Style Spanish flavor. The San Diego 
Hop-on Hop-off Trolley Tour is the easiest way to get around town. You
can hop on and off at any of the 11 stops as often as you like. The
stops are conveniently located close to all popular attractions, shops
and restaurants. Trolleys depart every 30 minutes.

Networking Activities San Diego attractions

Sponsored By
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San Diego Sea World

Spend a full day exploring the inspiring world of marine life at
SeaWorld San Diego, where every encounter is a new adventure.
Come face-to-face with playful dolphins, magnificent white beluga
whales and friendly penguins. 
Upgrade your ticket to include a visit to Aquatica, SeaWorld’s newest
waterpark! SeaWorld San Diego Experience life under the sea as you
feed dolphins, get an up-close look at a polar bear and count the teeth
on a shark! Enjoy a mythical rush on the Journey to Atlantis water ride
and at the Shamu show, where you’ll see tricks and amazing aquatic
feats performed by the famous killer whale. Celebrate at SeaWorld
San Diego with the newest attraction 
-Madagascar Live: Operation Vacation, an original live musical show.
The 20-minute musical features the characters from the Madagascar
movie franchise, including Alex the Lion, Gloria the Hippo, King Julien,
Mort and the Penguins as they embark on a 
fun-filled vacation adventure. The show features music performed by a
live band and includes both classic and original songs. The characters
will also conduct meet and greets with park guests. See Itinerary
below for descriptions of select SeaWorld attractions.
Call to book by phone 800-752-9020 8AM - 8PM (EST) 7 Days a
Week.

Harbor tour

L-NGV2015 San Diego will offer their attendees a wide variety of
cruises to explore the San Diego bay with a narrated harbor tour
brought to you by Hornblower Cruises & Events, California’s most
celebrated fleet of dining and entertainment yatchs since 1980.
Whether you go on the Nightly Dinner Cruise, the Scenic Champagne
Brunch Cruise or any other of their tours, you are in for an
unforgettable time with great food, drinks and views.
More information and reservations: 619 686 8700
www.hornblower.com

San Diego attractions
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Conference Program

 
 

 

Key Address & Lunch 

 

Hour Room 26 

12:00 PM – 01:30 PM Keynote Speaker. Presenta�on by Paul Jablonski, Chief Execu�ve 
Officer, San Diego Metropolitan Transit System 

 
 

Concurrent Sessions 

 

Hour Room 27 A Room 27 B 

02:00 PM – 03:20 PM 
 

Infrastructure & Fueling 

• Andres H. Carlos, 
Na�onal Account 
Manager, Clean Energy 
“Natural Gas, Moving 
America Forward” 

• Greg Roche , Vice 
President of Sales and 
Marke�ng, Applied LNG 
“Making LNG Work as 
the Preferred Alternative 
Fuel” 

• Yossie Hollander, 
Cofounder, Fuel Freedom 
Founda�on 
“Natural Gas to Ethanol 
as an Affordable Liquid 
Transportation Fuel for 
Light-Duty Vehicles” 

• Andrew Douglas , Senior 
Vice President. Sales, 
Marke�ng & Service, 
Agility Fuel Systems 
“The Fuel System 
Revolution” 

 

Safety, Policy, Standards & 
Regulations 

• Marco Zilioli , Chairman of 
ISO TC22/SC25/WG6 & 
Lean Promo�on 
Department Manager, 
Cavagna Group 
“The Evolution of the 
Pressure Relief Devices for 
NGV Applications” 

• Corey Miller , Alterna�ve 
Fuels Specialist, Sierra 
Monitor Corpora�on 
“Preparing your 
Alternative Fuel Vehicle 
Maintenance Facilities to 
Meet Today's Safety 
Requirements and 
Regulations” 

 

03:20 PM – 03:40 PM Networking Break 
 

Day 1 - Thursday June 18
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03:40 PM – 05:00 PM Retrofit & Repower 

• Ian Wright , CEO & 
Founder, Wrightspeed 
“Future-Proofing 
Commercial Truck Fleets” 

• Jim Kerekes , Engineering 
Director, Clean Air Power 
“The Development and 
Delivery of Advanced 
Dual-Fuel Technology to 
Enable Commercial 
Operation of Low-
Emission US2010 Class 8 
Heavy-Duty Trucks on 
Natural Gas” 

• Werner Funk , CEO, 
Omnitek Engineering 
Corp. 
“Diesel-to-Natural Gas 
Engine Conversions” 

• Lyle Jensen , President & 
CEO, American Power 
Group 
“APG’s Dual Fuel Natural 
Gas Conversions and 
APG’s Dual Fuel Gliders 
Evolving into a 
Mainstream Alternative 
Fuel Savings Solution for 
Many Heavy-Duty Fleet 
Owners” 

Technologies 

• Richard Hack , Senior 
Research Engineer, 
Advanced Power and 
Energy Program, 
University of California 
Irvine 
“Development of a Rotary 
Engine Micro-DG/CHP 
System” 

• Mathieu Walter, 
Managing Director, CRMT 
SAS (Centre de Recherche 
en Machines Thermiques) 
“High Performance Euro6 
Natural Gas Engine and 
SCR without Additive and 
without Precious Metal” 

• Gary  Burke , Senior 
Director, Business 
Development, ADP 
Holdings 
“ADP Hydrogen Power 
Introduces the ‘Hydrogen-
Hybrid’”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conference Program
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Concurrent Sessions 

 

Hour Room 27A
08:30 AM – 10:30 AM  

 

Fuel Cell. Light-Duty Application 
 

• Joe Gagliano, California Fuel Cell Partnership 
• Keith Ropchock , Director of Business Development, EPC 
• Shane Stephens, Chief Development Officer and Principal, 

FirstElement Fuel Inc. 
• Jonathan Palacios-Avila , CEO, StratosFuel, LLC 

 
 

 
 Room 27 A Room 27 B 

11:30 AM – 01:00 PM Infrastructure & Fueling  
• Fazal Ali Khan , CNG 

Development 
Manager, Emirates 
Gas L.L.C. – Member 
of ENOC Group  
/Vice President of 
ANGVA (Asia Pacific 
Natural Gas 
Associa�on) 
“CNG Refueling 
Infrastructure 
Development in the 
Middle East” 

• Luis Linares ,General 
Manager – 
Corporate 
Engineering ,NEOgás 
North America 
“Rapid High 
Pressure, Low 
Temperature, 
Constant Flowrate 
Mobile CNG Service 

Market Innovations 

• Jerry Fenning , Member of 
Western Research Ins�tute 
“Policies to Propel the 
Adoption Rate of Natural Gas 
Trucks” 

• Chad Lehner, Program 
Manager, Pi Innovo 
“OBD Infrastructure Software 
Architecture” 

• Milan Kroupa, Technology 
Director, New Fron�er 
Technology Group 
“Novel Positive-Displacement 
Rotary Engine” 

• Paschal McCloskey , Chief 
Execu�ve, MOF Technologies 
“Improving Natural Gas 
Storage Capacity with MOFs:  
a New Generation of Methane 
Adsorbents for NGVs” 
 

 
 

10:30 AM – 11:30 AM Networking Break at Table-Tops Area & Motor Zone 

Conference Program
Day 2 - Friday June 19
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Station” 
• Fernando Corral, VP 

Sales  Western 
Region, Plug Power  
“How Increased 
Demand is Fueling 
Momentum in the 
Hydrogen Fuel Cell 
Market” 

• Nicholas Lumpkin, 
Director of Business 
Development, Clean 
Energy Renewable 
Fuels 
“RNG Distribution 
and Environmental 
Attributes” 

• Gere Johansing, 
CEO, GenPark Group 
NGO 
“Wastewater 
Treatment Digester 
Systems for 
Significant 
Enhancement of 
Biomethane Fuel 
Production” 

 

 

02:00 PM – 03:30 PM Green Fleets 

• Walter Cornejo, 
Manager, Clean 
Energy del Perú  
“Liquefied Natural 
Gas in Peru: the 
Choice for Cargo 
Transportation” 

• Kevin Nesbitt , Chief 
Technology Officer, 
carbonBLU 
“Why 
Organizational 
Fleets May not be 
Realizing the Full 
Benefit of Natural 
Gas Investments”

 

Air Quality & Emissions Reduction 

• Julio Ortiz, Director of Fleet 
and Facility Maintenance, San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit 
System 
“Zero Emission Bus 
Regulations” 

• John Reed, CEO, North 
American Repower 
“CARB In Use Truck and Bus 
Fleet Emissions Compliance- A 
Green Tax or An Opportunity 
to Improve Profitability?” 
 

01:00 PM – 02:00 PM Conference Lunch at Table-Tops Area & Motor Zone - Hall H 

Conference Program
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03:30 PM – 05:00 PM Success Stories 

• Alex Bhiman , 
Strategic Advisor, 
City of 
Johannesburg, South 
Africa 

“Greening Transport 
in the City of 
Johannesburg : 
Developmental 
Innovation in a Local 
Governance” 

• Mathieu Walter , 
Managing Director, 
CRMT SAS (Centre 
de Recherche en 
Machines 
Thermiques) 
“Retrofit of 130 
Euro3 Buses of City 
of Nantes (F) and 
further …” 

 

Products, Services & Trends 
 Andrew Douglas , Senior Vice 
President. Sales, Marke�ng & 
Service, Agility Fuel Systems 
“NatGas for the Medium-Duty 
Segment” 

•

•

Jerry Johnson , Western 
Regional Manager CWI, 
Cummins Westport 
“Cummins Westport. Natural 
Gas On Highway. Product 
Offering” 

• Giordano Gozzi , Managing 
Director, idro meccanica s.r.l. 
“CNG, Biogas and Hydrogen 
Refueling Stations” 
 

 

 

06:00 PM – 07:00 PM Fuel Cell. Heavy-Duty 
Application 

• Keith Malone, 
California Fuel  

• Apolonio Del Toro,  
Sunline Transit 

• Rob Del Core, 
Director, Fuel Cell 
Power Systems,  
Hydrogenics USA 

 
Costs & Pricing 

• Olumese Esekhaigbe , Director, 
Cede Global Gas Services 
Limited  
“Can Nigeria Use Compressed 
Natural Gas to Solve the Fuel 
Subsidy Problem?” 

• Kevin Nesbitt , Chief 
Technology Officer, carbonBLU 
“Improving Total Cost of 
Ownership Models for Fleets 
Evaluating Natural Gas Vehicle 
Choices” 

 
  

 

05:00 PM – 06:00 PM Networking Break at Table-Tops Area & Motor Zone 

Conference Program
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Products & Services

e are interested in 

leveraging our experience in

CNG throughout the world

to deliver reliable and cost

effective CNG compression solutions to

meet the growing demands of the U.S.

market.  Partnering with Broadwind

Energy enables us to assure customers

that spare parts are readily available

and a nationwide service network

stands behind the product line, stated

Mario Pirraglia, President of Safe North

America.

In February, the companies announced

plans to commence manufacturing of

two compression packages, which will

feature 250 HP motors, an inlet pres-

sure range of 15-45 psi and 540 SCFM

output.  Packaging will take place at

Broadwind Energy’s Texas facility with

completion scheduled for early June.

“This is an important step in our growth

plans for North America.  We are

building the stock packages to allow 

customers the ability to see the features

of our equipment first hand and de-

monstrate our commitment to delivering

a high quality turn-key compression

packaged in North America,” said Joseph

Reisinger, Vice President of Product 

Management at Broadwind Energy.

Broadwind-Safe: 
compression packaging
starts for the U.S. market
With an installed base of over 3,500 compression packages worldwide, Safe SpA paired up with
Broadwind Energy late last year to form a strategic partnership around delivering CNG 
compression packages to the North American market.

W
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NGVJournal.us exclusive interview

hich are the types of CNG cylinders that 
Hexagon is currently offering? Which are their main
features?

Worldwide, Hexagon Composites is divided in two different

business segments: low-pressure LPG type 4 cylinders area

from our sister company Hexagon Ragasco and then the 

high-pressure CNG and hydrogen cylinders area, Mobile 

Pipeline™ transportation solutions.

In October last year we acquired MasterWorks and now we

have the capability of doing composite components for other

industries which are not within the CNG and hydrogen 

environment. 

The company has a unique process that allows them to 

produce extremely small cylinders in the 10 to 20 liter range

“It is a very interesting time for
North American NGV business”

W

In mid-April, Jack Schimenti, President of Hexagon Lincoln, along with Silvana Cusati, Director of
Sales of the company’s Gas Distribution Division, visited NGV Communications Group headquar-
ters in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and had a large conversation with the magazine staff. Schimenti
provided a comprehensive view on natural gas vehicle market primarily in the United States but
also had the opportunity to describe some scenarios outside that region.

By  Valeria Cuéllar Figueroa and Leandro Chico

all the way up to the TITAN™ Mobile Pipeline™ solution,

which is in the 8,500 liter technology.

What kind of companies or fleets are your main customers?

We are focused on the larger customer situation. We have the

world’s largest capacity when it comes to type 4 technology.

Between our Lincoln facility, which by the end of this year will

have 120,000 cylinder capacity, and our sister company in

Norway Hexagon Raufoss that also has capacity of 100,000-

120,000 much smaller cylinders results in the largest capacity

in the world to support the type 4 technology. 

Our business model is focused on customers seeking 

cylinders for the entire trailer load, rather than smaller 

customers looking for small quantities of cylinders.What we

are seeing in North America for our Type 4 product is that

there is a large market for it. Larger customers are still very

active and smaller ones are having a difficult time at this

point with the oil prices being where they are. 

How strategic partnerships or joint ventures with other 
companies help Hexagon boost its sales?

Our most notable joint venture that we have today is with

Agility Fuel Systems in Santa Ana, California. They needed a

supplier capable of fulfilling their requirements. They have a

large portfolio of products, while we have a large portfolio of

cylinders that can support those different solutions that they

have for heavy duty vehicles. They envisioned to be a large

provider of conversions in upfitting the HDVs and made the

decision to focus in one supplier and we were a good fit. We

came up with this business relationship that is going to be

extremely attractive. They have announced that their facility

on the east coast of the U.S. support the heavy-duty Class 8

over-the-road truck industry. A portion of that facility will be

destined to support tank fabrication and will be jointly owned

but it will be operated by Hexagon.

Would you describe your business outside the U.S?

Hexagon Raufoss has been de-merged into two separate

groups. Hexagon Raufoss primarily now supports CNG 

passenger car market in Europe. They do supply some 

cylinders to the car market within Venezuela; they have been
Jack Schimenti,President of Hexagon Lincoln.
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successful in providing the type 4 technology to this 

particular market space. The second half of the business is

Hexagon Bus Systems, which is a newly formed company to

support the sales of cylinder manufactures in Lincoln for the

bus market in Western and Eastern Europe, as well as other

parts of the world. 

We have a Russian joint venture with Rugasco, which is our

LPG Company, and part of that is to support the CNG 

opportunities that might exist within Russian market. 

We are also providing the Mobile Pipeline™ solution to Latin

America and Asia markets  and we have recently delivered to

Mexico  our very  new TITAN™ XL associated with natural gas. 

Which are your expectations regarding the growth and 
development of CNG market in the US?

It is a very interesting time right now relative to natural gas

vehicles opportunities in North America. We see there is still a

strong interest. The refuse industry has certainly made a

major change within the United States. In 2008 there was 

extremely small quantities of natural gas refuse trucks. Today,

their production line comes up roughly with the 70% of 

natural gas adopted. 

The activity associated with the Class 8 over-the-road trucks

has still strong interest, but we have seen is that those who

have shown interest in NGV market associated with Class 8

three or four months ago are now tending by and interested

in infrastructure reaction, the price differential between 

natural gas and diesel, and the enhancements, modifications

and advantages that have taken place relative to the engine

technology that has been dramatic over the course of the

couple of years as the result of the innovations that have

come out. The fuel efficiency has been raised, which was a

major concern. A lot of the testing has proven natural gas 

benefits butthere is still some more to be done.

What do you think about the chicken and the egg problem
between infrastructure and natural gas vehicle manufacturers
offering?

It depends on in which side you are, if you are the egg or the

chicken. I think that number of vehicles and infrastructure 

coming onboard within North America has been reasonable.

You cannot expect somebody to go out and spend a few 

million dollars on a CNG infrastructure and not add the 

vehicle availability to support them. We have a LNG station

located between Lincoln and Omaha, Nebraska, that has

never pumped a gallon of LNG that I am aware of. But we

have three CNG stations in Lincoln, Nebraska, that have been

very effective. One of them is near our facility that we use

quite often to power our own vehicles. You have to be able to

support that, you have to be rational. The vehicles and the

stations have to come hand to hand. Certainly, there have

been entrepreneurs out there and companies being able to

support the infrastructure and that’s wonderful. I appreciate

their emphasis in putting the infrastructure in and the fleet

operators putting the vehicles on the road to support those. 

Manufacturers are in a very interesting position as one of the

challenges for the entrance into a natural gas vehicle fleet is

the upfront costs, so it is important for us to keep our costs

reasonable for the fleet owners for those people that opt for

converting. 

At the same time, one of the major challenges we have is the

range of miles relative to gasoline. Fleet owners and truckers

are putting more cylinders on, which increases the fleet initial

costs, and cylinder form a large percentage of these upfront

costs. Being selfish, it would be wonderful to put 10 cylinders

in every vehicle but it is not realistic and nor is something

that we truly want for our industry. We want to find a 

reasonable expectation on range. Now you have the 

opportunity to go across the United States with a dedicated

natural gas vehicle and with reasonable range.

Jack Schimenti,along with Silvana Cusati, visited NGV Communications Group.
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NGVJournal.us exclusive interview

The U.S. has strict environmental regulations. How do you
think this help fleet owners switch to natural gas vehicles?

Five to six years ago, the industry was promoting more for

the environmental benefits. They accept there is a lower 

carbon footprint, they accept the emissions are reduced and

when all things are equal, that will tip them towards the

natural gas. Los Angeles is a good example of the 

elimination of diesel transit buses, the majority of their 

vehicles are CNG and that was driven by the environmental

benefits of natural gas. There are many other cities within the

United Sates that are also driving in the direction of reducing 

emission for the transit properties. It’s always been 20-25% 

adoption of CNG in the Transit Bus Market and today we’re

seeing the tender coming out with 40% being requested for

the fuel. 

The City of Lincoln, Nebraska bought five New Flyer natural

gas buses because of cost advantages. We have a wonderful

air quality. In that particular case, the new director of the

StarTran (local transit agency) recognized the benefits of 

natural gas, not only from the environmental but also from

the financial standpoint. And they will be buying another 23

buses in the future, so that’s exciting. 

Do you have any announcement to make relative to new 
contract, agreements or sale to share with us?

We are excited to see that Agility reached a large contract 

recently and we support them and pretty much all of their

Class 8 trucks with our cylinders. So anytime opportunities

come up for Agility is certainly a good thing for Hexagon 

Lincoln. We are still running 24/7 on our CNG business for the

HDV sector within North America. The bus market in Europe

has been extremely strong. 

We also support ElDorado bus in North America, which has

been extremely successful with Pace, Chicago transit. Hexagon

will be opportunistic relative to mergers and acquisitions we

might see. An example was MasterWorks in October that was

a strategic acquisition for us in connection with our expansion

plans. 

One of the things that we are interested in is changing our

focus from a very heavy centric United States, North America,

to something a little broader, worldwide. We have been 

successful in Southeast Asia and Latin America with our 

Mobile Pipelines™ and we have supplied some smaller 

cylinders for vehicular use into the same region.  We’ve also

been successful in Europe with buses. Europe has started to

wake to CNG for heavy duty although they’ve been dominated

by LNG. Latin America has always been extremely interesting

since the NGV population in this region is very high and what

we are doing here is exploratory, trying to understand the 

business and the competitors and players within the market. 

Is there any other subject or issue you want to explain us? 

Hexagon has interest in hydrogen fuel as well. The similar 

solutions that we have for natural gas (ground storage, 

onboard storage, Mobile Pipeline™) we have the same 

solutions for the hydrogen environment, which is interesting

because of the engineering challenges it involves. We have

roughly 50 engineers in Lincoln Nebraska that support our

product development and materials studies and sciences. You

won’t be strongly benefited from hydrogen within the next

few years but certainly in five, ten, fifteen years from now. We

have to be able to be in a position to support that activity.

Jack Schimenti shakes hands with Alejandro Gardella, president of NGV Communications Group.
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Choice of CNG fuel cylinders
helps maximize driving range
for fleet operators

Costs & Pricing

ehicles fueled by compressed natural gas are 

becoming more commonplace on roads as a 

preferred way for fleet operators to cost effectively

reduce emissions. To maximize the driving range

of their vehicles, fleet operators should carefully consider

their fueling system.

Factors impacting driving range

Some CNG fleet operators are concerned that their vehicle will

run out of fuel before reaching a 

fueling station. Causes of this “range anxiety” can include

everything from efficiency of the vehicle’s drive train (i.e.,

poor mileage), to not having enough fuel storage capacity on

board to cover an entire route, to size and construction of the

fuel cylinders. 

There are multiple ways to combat CNG vehicle range anxiety,

but they often come down to trading one challenging issue

for another. For example, a vehicle could have more or larger

fuel tanks installed, but that makes for a more expensive, and

heavier, vehicle. A fleet operator might also elect to have

vehicles fuel multiple times during a shift, but that becomes

cumbersome for drivers. Plus, the more time spent fueling a

CNG vehicle, the less time it’s being productively used. 

An often-overlooked cause of range anxiety is the amount of

fuel that a CNG vehicle’s fuel storage cylinder holds after fast-

filling, the quick-fueling process that typically takes less than

an hour. (Note that this is different than time-filling, which 

typically takes place over several hours.) The CNG fast-filling

process generates heat of compression, and if the fuel 

cylinder does not have good thermal conductivity to dissipate

that heat, there will be less fuel in the cylinder when the 

temperature cools down. Less fuel impacts driving range,

which can increase range anxiety. Many European CNG fuel

stations attempt to address this problem by chilling the 

natural gas, but this significantly increases both the station

capital cost and operating costs. Chilling also is a major

energy consumer.

An alternative solution is to take an active role in the vehicle

specification process by demanding fuel cylinders with good

thermal conductivity, which results in a fuller fill during the

fast-fill process.

Managing driving range through good cylinder thermal 

conduction

When it comes to managing driving range, the key factor for

fleet operators is the mass of fuel within a CNG fuel cylinder.

V
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Since it’s impractical with current technology to directly 

measure mass of fuel, fuel pressure is measured instead.

Pressure is a good estimate of fuel mass, as long as the 

temperature of the natural gas inside the cylinder remains

constant. But temperature will vary significantly when 

fast-filling. In that process, the molecular collisions that occur

as more natural gas is forced into the cylinder creates heat of

compression. That heat elevates the pressure of the natural

gas, which in turn provides a false indication of how much

gas is being stored within the vehicle cylinders. In other

words, it will appear like there is more fuel than there really

is. The actual amount of fuel won’t be noticed until the gas

cools back to ambient conditions hours later – when a CNG

vehicle is on the road.

The physical materials that make up a cylinder play a crucial

role in more accurate fuel pressure readings after fast-filling.

A cylinder with better thermal conduction, such as an inner

metal liner, will more effectively dissipate the heat of com-

pression during fast-filling. This allows greater fuel storage

and, ultimately, fewer concerns about driving range for fleet

operators. For example, Worthington Industries’ lightweight

Type III CNG cylinders, built with a rigid, gas-tight inner 

aluminum liner, offer up to 25 percent greater storage 

capacity when fast-filled, compared to cylinders made of 

less-conductive materials. That provides more reliable 

performance over the lifespan of the vehicle, especially when

fast-filling.

Questions to ask your CNG vehicle dealer

If you’re a fleet operator considering adopting CNG vehicles,

talk with your vehicle supplier about the causes and solutions

of range anxiety and your specific fueling operations. Be sure

to make the vehicle’s fuel cylinders an important part of the

discussion. Inquire about CNG cylinders with high metal 

content, which will better dissipate heat and ensure a “truer”

fill, particularly if you use fast-filling operations. 

If you are already operating a fleet of CNG vehicles, it’s 

important to work with your vehicle supplier to apply a 

mathematical discount factor to the storage volume of your

fuel cylinders so they can more accurately predict driving

range. That discount factor will depend on the type of 

cylinder and its size and diameter, but it will provide a more

accurate measurement of available fuel, which should better

manage concerns about driving range. Instead, you can focus

on the many advantages of a cleaner burning, cost effective

fuel.

This article was written by John Coursen, Product Line 

Manager, Alternative Fuels Cylinders, Worthington Industries.
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